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About this Book 

The Information Security Solutions Europe Conference (ISSE) was started in 1999 by eerna and 
TeleTrusT with the support of the European Commission and the German Federal Ministry of 
Technology and Economics. Today the annual conference is a fixed event in every IT security 
professional's calendar. 

The range of topics has changed enormously since the founding of ISSE. In addition to our ongo
ing focus on securing IT applications and designing secure business processes, protecting against 
attacks on networks and their infrastructures is currently of vital importance. The ubiquity of so
cial networks has also changed the role of users in a fundamental way: requiring increased aware
ness and competence to actively support systems security. ISSE offers a perfect platform for the 
discussion of the relationship between these considerations and for the presentation of the prac
tical implementation of concepts with their technical, organisational and economic parameters. 

From the beginning ISSE has been carefully prepared. The organisers succeeded in giving the 
conference a profile that combines a scientifically sophisticated and interdisciplinary discussion 
of IT security solutions while presenting pragmatic approaches for overcoming current IT secu
rity problems. 

An enduring documentation of the presentations given at the conference which is available to 
every interested person thus becaroe important This year sees the publication of the tenth ISSE 
book - another mark of the event's success - and with about 30 carefully edited papers it bears 
witness to the quality of the conference. 

An international programme committee is responsible for the selection of the conference contri
butions and the composition of the prograrome: 

• Ammar Alkassar, Sirrix AG (Germany) 
• Ronny Bjones, Microsoft (Belgium) 
• John Colley, EMEA & (ISC)2 (United Kingdom) 
• Roger Dean, eema (United Kingdom) 
• Jan De Clercq, HP (Belgium) 
• Marijke De Soete, Security4Biz (Belgium) 
• J08 Dumortier, KU Leuven (Belgium) 
• Walter Fumy, Bundesdruckerei (Germany) 
• Michael Hartmann, SAP (Germany) 
• Jeremy Hilton, Cranfield University (United Kingdom) 
• Francisco Jordan, Safelayer (Spain) 

pohlmann@internet-sicherheit.de



x About this Book 

• Frank Jorissen, tygris (Belgium) 
• Marc K1e1f, Siemens Enterprise Communications (Germany) 
• Hasse Kristiansen, Ernst & Young (Norway) 
• Joap Kuipers, DigiNotar (The Netherlands) 
• Manuel Medina, ENISA 
• Patrick Michaelis, Research In Motion (Germany) 
• Norbert Pohlmann (chairman),lnstitute for Internet Security, Westfalische 

Hochschule, Gelsenkirchen (Germany) 
• Bart Preneel, KU Leuven (Belgium) 
• Helmut Reimer, TeleTrusT (Germany) 
• Wolfgang Schneider, Fraunhofer Institute SIT (Germany) 
• Jon Shamah, EJ Consultants (United Kingdom) 
• Claire Vuhik, Intel (United Kingdom) 

The editors have endeavoured to allocate the contributions in these proceedings - which differ 
from the structure of the conference programme - to topic areas which cover the interests of 
the readers. With this book TeleTrusT aims to continue documenting the many valuable con
tributions to ISSE. We would like to thank Bundesdruckerei GmbH Berlin and itWatch GmbH 
Munich for their support. 

Norbert Pohlmann Helmut Reimer Wolfgang Schneider 

pohlmann@internet-sicherheit.de



About this Book 

TeleTrusT - IT Security 
Association Germany 

TeleTrusT is a widespread competence net
work for IT security comprising members 
from industry, administration, research as 
well as national aod international partner or
ganizations with similar objectives. TeleTrusT 
provides interdisciplinary fura for IT security 
experts and facilitates information exchange 
between vendors, users aod authorities. 

TeleTrusT comments on technical, political 
and legal issues related to IT security and is or
ganizer of events aod conferences. TeleTrusT 
is carrier of the "Europeao Bridge CX' (provi
sion of public key certificates for secure e-mail 
communication), the quality seal "IT Securi
ty made in Germaoy" aod runs the IT expert 
certification program "TeleTrusT Information 
Security Professional (T.I.S.P.)~ TeleTrusT is 
member of the Europeao Telecommunications 
Standards Institute (ETSI). The association is 
headquartered in Berlin, Germaoy. 

Keeping in mind the raising importaoce of the 
Europeao security market, TeleTrusT seeks 
co-operation with European and internation
al organisations aod authorities with similar 
objectives. Thus, this year's Europeao Security 
Conference ISSE is being organized in collab
oration with eema aod LSEC aod supported by 
the Europeao Commission and ENISA. 

Contact: 

TeleTrusT - IT Security Association Germaoy 
Dr. HoIger Muehlbauer 
Maoaging Director 
Chausseestrasse 17 
10115 Berlin 
GERMANY 
Tel.: +49 30 4005 4306 
Fax: +49 30 4005 4311 
http://www.teletrustde 

xi 

eema 

For 25 years, EEMA has been Europe's leading 
independent. not-fur-profit e-Identity & Securi
ty association, working with its Europeao mem
bers, governmental bodies, standards organisa
tions aod interoperability initiatives throughout 
Europe to further e-Business aod legislation. 

EEMA's remit is tu educate aod inform over 
1,500 Member contacts on the latest develop
ments aod technologies, at the same time en
abling Members of the association tu compare 
views aod ideas. The work produced by the 
association with its Members (projects, papers, 
seminars, tuturials aod reports etc) is funded 
by both membership subscriptions aod revenue 
generated through fee-paying events. All of the 
information generated by EEMA and its mem
bers is available tu other members free of charge. 

Examples of recentBEMA events include The Eu
ropeao e-lD interoperability conference in BieI, 
Switzerlaod (Featuring STORK, roL (Trust in 
Digital Life), SSEDIC &GINI) aod The Eoropeao 
e-Identity Maoagement Conference in Paris. 

EEMA aod its members are also involved in 
maoy Europeao funded projects including 
STORK2, SSEDIC, ETICA aod Future elD 

Any organisation involved in e-Identityor Secu
rity (usually of a global or Europeao nature) can 
become a member of BEMA, aod any employee 
of that organisation is then able tu participate 
in BEMA activities. Examples of organisations 
taking advaotage of EEMA membership are 
Siemens, Hoffmao Ia Roche, KPMG, Deloitte, 
lNG, Novartis, , TOTAL, PGP, McAfee, Adobe, 
Magyar Telecom Rt, Nets, National Communi
cations Authority, Hungary, Microsoft, HP, aod 
the Norwegiao Government Administration 
Services tu name but a few. 

VlSit www.eema.org for more information or 
contact the association on +44 1386 793028 or 
at infu@eema.org 
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Data Loss Prevention in Real Life 

Thorsten Scharmatinat 

Key Account Manager 
itWatch GmbH, Aschauer Str. 30 

info@itWatch.de 

1 Protection against data theft and security for devices 
Stuxnet. PDF-exploits. Flame. tax CDs and liechtenstein - there are various threats out there 
in the real. world. And they all have one thing in common: the attacks are far from being trivial 
offence but are pursuing clear economical or even political goals. Government agencies and busi
nesses are equally exposed to attacks on IT systems and sensitive data. How to protect yourself 
and your company against data theft and other prevailing risks, is subject to the following article. 

Almost every day new security gaps and vulnerabilities in applications are made public. Often 
attacks, that exploit these vulnerabilities. are already there at - or even before - the time of pub
lication, that is before a patch is available. !he cause of almost 9(}% of the threats, according to 

the Microsoft Security Report 2009, are brought about by vulnerabilities in applications. What 
is more, the ll8er usually doesn't even notice, that his computer has been in1i1trated by mali
cious code and that an attack has happened. 1bat is because the specially crafted applications use 
the permissions of the logged-in users, and without him noticing it withdraw data (apparently 
well-protected by disk encryption) via imported DLLs, Java scripts or embedded executables. 

N. Pohlrrllllnn. H. Reimer, W. Schneider (Editors): Securing Electronic Business Processes, SpringerVieweg (2012), 1-8 
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2 Data loss Prevention In Real life 

Thus encrypted (http-s) sensitive data could be uploaded to rented storage space in the internet 
by a standard br0w5er., Due to the encryption the firewall system will not even notice. Encrypted 
objects, nested archives and embedded objects in standard files may pose particular risks, since 
they can't be verified without the knowledge of the user . 

.Attackers may in:Iiltrate malicious code into organizations, the malware being hidden in actually 
permitted file formats. or transported via emaU, web or even on USB sticks - without anybody 
noticing. A recent example is the Stuxnet worm, which among other things took advantage of 
a vulnerability in the LNK interface and was funneled into the company with the help of USB 
sticks. Stuxnet, which can target its attack and manipulation on industry control systems, clearly 
shows the fact, that nowadays the attacks aren't anymore trivial o1fencea but purely economically 
and politically motivated attacks. 

1here are further reasons, why sensitive data is at risk. like improved attack methods, a lack of risk 
awareness and poor teclmical knowledge of the users, but also deliberate data theft by internal 
staff'. Daily. there are reports on criminals selling highly sensitive data achieving good profit The 
stolen information is brought through black channels to illegal markets. The reason behind the 
action could be personal vendetta, as it happened in Liechtenstein. or data being resold. 

A lack of risk awareness or imprudence results in sensitive data not being treated with due care. 
During transport on mobile media for example the information is not adequately protected 
against loss or theft, be it by encryption or other appropriate measures. 

2 Means of protection against threats 
In the past service agreements were often used as a means of protection against the above threats. 
These measures alone can't guarantee effective protection anymore. 

2.1 Service agreements 

Service agreements are part of an organization's 
IT security policy. and are meant to regulate the 
use of information and communication media. 
such as PCS and mobile phones. With the help 
of organizational rules the use of email, surfing 
the web. network contacts as well as external 
storage devices like USB sticks is regulated. But 
even if very narrow limits for the use of these 
media are set, and the private use would be 
completely forbidden, a purely organization
al policy cannot provide effective protection 
against modem attacks and a compromise of 
IT security or against a loss of confidential in
formation. The reason is quite simple: An em
ployee might not act against a valid rule of the 
security policy but even so his computer may 
still become the victim of attacks. 

pohlmann@internet-sicherheit.de
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Threats. Risks and the Derived 
Information Security Strategy 

Lenka Fibikova 1 
• Roland Mueller 

'Daimler Northeast Asia Ltd. 
'Daimler Financial Services AG 

{lenka.fibikova I rolandg.mueller}@daimler.com 

Abstract 

1ms article concentrates on the development of an infonnation security strategy. 

An information security strategy needs to focus on an overall objective. usually the objectives laid out in 
an organization's business strategy and its derived information technology strategy. where it takes the status 
quo and reflects the main objectives derived and postulates how and when to close the identified gaps. This 
strategy approach for improving information security is intended for an organization which supports an 
automotive and captive finance enterprise but is not restricted to this. The approach is aligned to the scope 
afISa 270002 "Code of Practice for an Information Security Management System" [lS005]. However. com
pliance is left out of the scope. 

The strategy concentrates on four areas considered the relevant areas for infonnation security: people, busi
ness processses. applications and infrastructure and has therefore a clear focus on processes, stability, resil
ience and efficiency which are the pillars of a successful enterprise. 

1 Introduction 
There are two main streams related to a security strategy nowadays - either it is considered an 
information security strategy and its main focus is on the three common objectives of infor
mation security which are confidentiality, integrity and availability (CIA) or it is considered a 
cyber security strategy and there are various discussions why cyber security has a broader view 
in addressing also objectives which go beyond the CIA objectives such as reputation and legal 
consequences. 

Although a strategy should consider the latter objectives as well, we will make use of the more 
common term "information securitY' throughout this article. Therefore, we concentrate on an 
information security strategy and the main objective is the establishment of a 'process driven 
organization with stable and efficient operations." 

Todays information technology is in a flux where well-known techniques are now used in a way 
offering new opportunities for security and stability as well as for cost savings. Areas like virtu
alization, cloud computing, and big data are based on technologies which were examined and 
discussed for decades but can now be handled by the underlying technical eqnipment and the 
technical development. Also, the Internet is on a threshold which is not ouly triggered by higher 
speed but also by technical standards such as Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) and the Domain 

N. Pohlmann, H. Reimer, W. Schneider (Editors): Securing Electronic Business Processes, SpringerVieweg (2012), 11-20 
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12 Threats, Risks and the Derived Information Security Strategy 

Name Service Security Extensions (DNSSEC)[DNSSllj. Fioally, the work life is changing and 
the limits between work and leisure are also io a move; the trend of BYOD or "briog your own 
device~ social computiog and social networks and tools like smart phones and tablet PC have 
played a major role io brioging work to the people. 

2 Scope 
The goal of implementing ioformation security io an organization is to protect the organization's 
ioformation by ensuriog its confidentiality, iotegrity and availability. 

Infonnation is created and processed by employees, contractors and third party users (also 
known as ioformation users) within busioess processes using applications and tools which are 
hosted io the IT infrastructure (see also Figure 1). 

Information Users 

t created! 
processed by 

,----------, hosted 

Infrastructure 

runin~ 

created'! 
processed in 

Applications 

created! 
processed in 

Fig. 1: Aspects of the information processing 

~se 

Business Processes 

~supportedbY 

Consequently, four areas need to be taken ioto account when implementiog infonnation security: 
• information users, or how people handle ioformation and use tools and applications 

properly to protect ioformation 
• Business processes, or how ioformation security is embedded withio working practices 
• Applications, or how well they are developed to ensure the protection of iofonnation 

stored and processed 
• infrastructure, or how well it provides sufficient capacities and adequate protection of 

infonnation and applications against unauthorized access and modification 

Infonnation security is ensured via implementation of various measures. These measures need to 
• cover all aspects of the four areas-iofonnation users, busioess processes, applications 

and infrastructure (completeness) 
• provide adequate protection for ioformation (effectiveness) 
• be seamiessly iotegrated ioto the processes (integration) 
• be supported by efficient tools and simple templates (support) 
• avoid putting an unacceptable burden on the employees (simplicity) 
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Privacy-Preserving Smart Metering 

Alfredo RiaF . George Danezis2 
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'Microsoft Research, Cambridge (UK) 
gdane@microsoft.com 

Abstrlld 

Smart grid proposals threaten user privacy by potentially disclosing fine-grained consumption data to utility 
providers, primarily for time-of-use billing, but also for profiling, settlement, forecasting. tariff and energy 
efficiency advice. We propose a privacy-preserving protocol for general calculations on fine-grained meter 
readings, while keeping the use of tamper evident meters to a strict minimum. We allow users to perform 
and prove the correctness of computations based on readings on their own devices, without disclosing any 
fine grained consumption. APPlying the protocols to time-of-use billing is particularly Simple and efficient, 
but we also support a widervatiety of tariff policies. Cryptographic proofs and multiple implementations are 
used to show the proposed protocols are secure and efficient. 

1 Introduction 
The concept of smart grid refers to the modernization of the existing electrical grid, including bi
directional communication between meters and utilities, more accurate meter readings and flex
ible tariffs [CPW09]. Expected electricity saviugs depend on matching generation and demand, 
achieved partly through dynamic tariffs with higher rates during peak consumption periods. 
Further savings are expected through the use of smart meter data for more accurate forecasting, 
more accurate settlement of costs between suppliers and producers (in the UK energy market) 
as well as customised energy efficiency advice. Both the United States and the European Union 
currently promote the deployment of smart grids.' 

Currently; most smart grid deployment projects lean towards an architectore with severe priva
cy problems [APIO]: meters send all fine-grained measurements to the utilities or a centralised 
database. Yet, it is recognised that meter readings leak personal information. For example, load 
monitoring [Har92, LLC+] allows the identification of specific electrical appliances. As a result, 
detailed consumption data would facilitate the creation of user lifestyle profiles, including but not 
limited to house occupancy, meal times, working hours, or prayer or fasting patterns. 

To alleviate such concerns, privacy impact assessments (PIA) are included in ongoing standard
ization processes. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [The] lists fine
grained readings as being used for load monitoring, forecasting, demand-response, efficiency 
analysis and billing. Time-of-use billing is a major reason for collecting and storing all fine-

1 US Energy Independence and Security Act of2007 and EU directive 2009172/EC. 
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106 Privacy-Preserving Smart Metering 

grained readings. and thus we use it to illustrate our techniques. Other computations on readings 
are also supported. 

Consumer privacy concerns have already jeopardised the mandatory deployment of smart me
ters in the Netherlands [Cuil.leading to a deployment deadlock. This deadlock stems from the 
assumption that smart metering is necessarily privacy invasive and that a balance needs to be 
struck between privacy and the social utility of fine-grained billing. Our work refutes this as
sumption: we demonstrate an arcbitecture that guarantees privacy and high integrity for a very 
broad set of smart-metering and billing applications. 

Our contribution. We propose a set of privacy-preserving protocols amongst a provider. a user 
agent and a simple tamper-evident meter. The meter outputs certified readings of measurements 
and gives them to the user. either directly or through a wide area network secure cbannel. For 
billing, the user combines those readings with a certified tariff policy. to produce a final bill. The 
bill is then transmitted to the provider alongside a zero-knowledge proof that ensures the calcu
lation to be correct and leaks no additional information. 

Our solution has the following advantages compared with other approacbes. 
o Complex non-linear tariff policies can be applied over individual meter readings or arbi

trary periods of time (i.e. per day. per week). Other calculations can also be performed 
and certified to support forecasting. profiling. settlement. or fraud detection. Complex 
calculations are enabled by our scbeme for applying non-linear functions as well as look
ups to certified readings. with efficient zero-knowledge proofs based on re-randomizable 
signatures. We provide concrete constructions for complex non-linear policies, and an 
evaluation of their perfurmance. 

o The need for certifying meter readings is the ouly modification necessary to the meters. 
Users can delegate the calculation of their bill or other computations to any device or ser
vice they trust without compromising the integrity of the scbeme. Our key aim is for users 
to be able to perform all privacy friendly operations within a web-browser. keeping their 
experience of interacting on-line with their provider uncbanged We have implemented 
a web-browser Silverlight control that performs private billing computations to illustrate 
the practicality of this approacb on deployed web tecbnologies . 

• We have optimized protocols to require no additional communications by the meter mak
ing it practical for tounediate deployment. In fact. we have implemented and tested meter 
modifications on real-world meters in collaboration with a team from the Elster Group 
SE. 

o When a simple tariff policy is applied, we can construct a very efficient protocol Fast-PSM 
for billing that requires no zero-knowledge proofs and is particularly well suited for time
of-use billing. 

o Finally. our scbemes have been shown to be cryptographically correct - i.e. our concrete 
protocols comply with an ideal functionality that expresses the privacy and integrity prop
erties claimed. 

Outline of our paper. We discuss related work in smart metering privacy in Sect. 2. Then we 
present the requirements and purpose of our protocols in Sect. 3 and we describe our system 
model in Sect. 4. We give a high level description of our protocol in Sect. 5 and we evaluate its 
performance Sect. 6. We conclude in Sect. 7. 

pohlmann@internet-sicherheit.de



Privacy-Preserving Smart Metering 107 

Due to the space constramt a number of aspects of our privacy metering schemes are not de
scribed in this paper, but are available in the full report'. These include: 

• A formal definition of security. a formal description of our protocols and the proof. 
• A scheme that eliminates covert channels when meters are actively malicious. 
• Different billing policies, including policies to encode splines and approximate arbitrary 

functions. 
• A discussion of deployment and interoperability issues. 
• Extensions of the scheme beyond the electricity metering setting. 

2 Related Work 
Smart meters privacy concerns have previously been stodied both from a technical [LWOS, 
MM09] and a legal perspective [CPW09, Qui09]. These works propose enforcement of privacy 
properties based on procedural means and assume that fine-gramed billing inevitably reqnires 
the sharing of detailed meter readings. 

Little work exists on the design of technical solutions to protect privacy in the smart grid Wagner 
et al. [WSRHlO] propose a privacy-aware framework for the smart grid based on semantic web 
technologies. Garcia and Jacobs [GJlO] design a multiparty computation to compute the sum of 
their consumption privately. The NIST privacy subgroup [The] suggests anonymizing traces of 
readings, as proposed by Efthymiou et al. [EKI0], but also warns of the ease of re-identification. 
Molina et al. [MMSF+ 10] highlight the private information that current meters leak, and sketch 
a protocol that could use zero-knowledge proofs to achieve privacy in metering. 

Some work focuses on more general aspects of smart grid security. Anderson and Fuloria [AFI0] 
analyze the security economics of electricity metering. Mclaughlin et al. [MMP09] analyze se
curity of smart grids and conclude that they introduce new vulnerabilities that ease electricity 
theft. The design of algorithms that schedule energy consumption to reduce costs has also been 
addressed [hMrWJS]. Proposals to enhance the security of the smart grid infrastructore include 
Fatemieb et al. [FCG 10]. No complete and thorough solution exists for computing privately in
dividual bills when complex time-of-use tariffs are applied, or perform general private computa
tions needed to run a modern grid (the special case oflinear policies was independently stodied 
in [J)KI0] - yet it does not include the optimizations to reduce meter communication costs we 
present, making their approach very expensive). 

Smart-metering is a special case of metering. LeMayet al. propose an architectore for attest
ed metering [LGGG07] based on calculations performed on trusted hardware. Troncoso et al. 
[TDKP07] propose an architecture in which secure meters are used to calculate final bills for 
pay-as-you-drive insurance. Our protocol follows an approach similar to the one described in 
[BRT + 10, dJ)OS] for the design of a privacy-friendly electronic toll pricing system. We extend 
their paradigm of proving some aspects of a metering system using cryptography by providing 
full end-to-end verifiability for computations. 

2 http://research.microsoft.comlapps/pub&l?id=141726 
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Future work. The work presented in this paper has already been extended in several works. In 
Kohlweiss et al. [DKRll] it is extended to obscure inferences that can be drawn from the final 
bill using a combination of differentially private mechanisms and oblivious payments. Kursawe 
et al. [KKD 11] propose an aggregation protocol to privately sum readings from multiple meters, 
including protocols that are compatible with the protocols presented in this work, as well as mak
ing use of our low-communication overhead techniques to make aggregation practical. Finally, 
Fournet et al. have verified an implementation of the Fast-PSM protocol in Fine [SCF+lO], and 
Aizatulin et al. [AGj! 1] have done verification work on the concrete C implementation of our 
protocols for real-world meters. We will not be discussing further these extensions to the basic 
protocols presented here. 

3 Design Goals and Rationale 
We propose a protocol to preserve user privacy in smart meteriog applications that is flexible 
enough to be applied in a number of settings including electricity, water and gas meteriog. Our 
protocol goarantees the following security properties. First integrity: the utility provider is as
sured that the user reports the correct results of calculations. Second privacy: the provider does 
not learn any information but the result of computations. For the case of billing, the provider is 
ensured the correct fee is calculated based on the actoal readings and time-of-use tariffs, without 
learning any fine grained readings. Finally, the provider cannot claim that a user must pay an 
incorrect fee. 

The aim of our protocols is to keep meters extremely simple and to rely on cryptographic calco
lations outside the tamper-evident part of the meter for the integrity or specific calculations like 
billing. Meters need to be cheap and as a result have limited connectivity and bandwidth. They 
offer only a very limited user-interface that cannot deliver information about energy usage, effi
ciency advice, or detailed billing. Our protocols have been designed to impose a small computa
tional overhead on meters, and a negligible communication overhead - both of which should be 
achievable without any additional hardware. 

Once meter readings are certified and output from the meter, our protocols provide flexibility 
about where calculations are perfurmed without compromising integrity. This flexibility means 
that devices and software performing the actoal billing, or other computations on readings, can 
evolve over time while the meters remain the same. 
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Abstrad 

The world is going mobile! The usage of internet services is rapidly moving from PC systems to Tablets 
and Smartphones. Main drivers for this are user convenience and mobile connectivity. To ensure reliable 
transactions, user privacy and fraud prevention, secure solutions are the key for the user acceptance and a 
strong growth in the future. 

The European security industry already offers the necessary technologies like secure elements in a variety of 
form factors, the SIMalliance Open Mobile API to allow an easy integration of secure elements in transac
tions and the Trusted Execution Environment to execute secured code. 

Only a combination of these technologies will result in the right level of security. 

1 Introduction 
Mobile devices like smartphones and tablets have been conquering the market over the past 5 
years. Consequently, a large amount of user transactions have been moved from PC-based en
vironments to mobile devices. This includes banking, trading, shopping, data storage, eGovern
ment as well as other security sensitive procedures. As outlined in the recent European Commis
sion Action Plan on eCommerce [COMEC], the usage of online services and e-Commerce opens 
up a huge business potential. Security and interoperability are key factors in deploying those 
services successfully. 
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1.1 Mobility: driving factors 

In the consumer area, the two main factors driving the adoption of new technologies are on the 
one hand, user convenience, and on the other, regulation (national or international authorities 
enforcing rules, standards). Mobile and permanent connection to social networks, email on mo
bile or tablet from your sofa, geo-Iocalised based services: these new usages and applications are 
proving to be extremely convenient for users. The success of smartphones and tablets is clearly 
driven by user convenience. However, standards and regulations are key success factors to guar
anteeing interoperability, contributing very much to user adoption (e.g. user privacy, security 
certification, etc.). 

1.2 Mobility: enabling factors 

Such user-friendly mobile devices have been made possible by the following enablers: 
• Deployment of 3G and LTE cellular networks, as a viable alternative to ADSL networks 

for Internet browsing. 
• Better performance/power consumption ratio for the application processors, enabling 

good user perception. 
• Rich connectivity (WIFI, Bluetooth, NFC, GPS/geolocalisation, FM, etc.) enabling nu

merous new applications in various configurations. 
• Thousands of applications made available through ecosystems built for facilitating devel

opment and distribution of applications. 

In this environment, it is very clear that the mobile devices represent a major source of growth for 
the high-tech industry. This will continue and accelerate in coming years. 

1.3 Mobility: What about security? 

A few years ago, mobile phones had ouly one task to handle: to ensure that end-users were able to 
receive and send calls, delivering a voice service with high quality. 

Today, since the onset of the smartphone, these devices have the responsibility of handling many 
new tasks; making voice calls almost a minor featore. The more featores end-users have on their 
device, the less they call. They can play games, browse the Internet, take photos, play videos, ex
change over social networks and so on. Smartphones embed and handle a great deal of sensitive 
assets that concern our privacy. 

To this end, a strong growing trend is to make one's smartphone a mobile wallet. Although this 
trend is natoral in an increasingly ·paperless" world, new consequential threats have to be con
sidered. Indeed, the more sensitive and valuable assets one's phone embeds, the more the need 
for security will grow. 

We are seeing a convergence of most secure NFC applications, such as transportation and pay
ment, into a single device; all sharing the same resources. As a consequence, the different kinds of 
assets need to be strictly separated within the device. 
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2 Secure Mobile Transactions in Practice 
In the following sections we will sketch selected use cases in the field of ePayment and eGovern
ment. These use cases demonstrate the demands of users in respect to convenience and security. 

2.1 Payment 

Secure mobile payment can be achieved in the following ways: 
• Contactless payment: the phone - ifNFC enabled - can be used in a card emulation mode 

(the phone behaves like a payment card) and relies on the NFC interface to communicate 
with a contact1ess payment terminal. 

• Remote payment: the phone provides access to: 
• banking applications I websites performing credit transfer. The financial institution is 

in charge of strongly authenticating the consumer. 
• e-commerce applications I websites for the purchase of goods or services. Card pay

ment schemes are involved for a strong authentication of the consumer. 
• SMS services, billed through the mobile network operator. The operator is in charge of 

filtering SMS Trojans and authenticating the consumer. 

For a remote payment, once the customer is ready to approve a sensitive operation (validating 
a purchase, consulting a baok account and validating a transfer), he or she is prompted to enter 
a password he or she knows (a specific PIN code for instance, but different from his baok card 
PIN). The password is checked by an external device (contact1ess card, token) or internal (SIM 
card, etc.) which then will open a secure channel with the distant server to perform a mutual 
authentication. 

As expressed in the Green Paper [COMEM] "Towards an integrated European market for card, 
internet and mobile payments" from the European Commission, any sensitive personal infor
mation must remain in a secure payment infrastructure, whether for data processing or storing. 

This protection rule concerns the PIN code, which must be protected when sent to the authenti
cation device, and any credentials or cryptographic data sent to the remote server for ID verifica
tion. The Green Paper also recommends that parties having access to authentication data must be 
limited to those necessary in performing the transaction. 

For mobile payment, the use of a Secure Element in the authentication mechanism appears nec
essary; access rights and methods to this Secure Element must be deeply controlled and secure. 

2.2 eGovernment 

Most European countries have issued electronic identity cards (eID) over the past years. One big 
benefit of these new elD cards in comparison to the classical paper-based identification cards is 
the possibility to use them for electronic government (eGovernment) services such as tax decla
ration, e Voting or other registry office related services. 
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FIg. 1: Mobile em Infrastructure 

As explained in chapter I, the usability of services with mobUe devices such as smartphones 
and tablets is growing in importance. This is especially true for eGovernment services. With the 
emergence of the NFC technology in these devices, the mobile use of contact1ess em tokens is 
becoming natural (e.g. contact1ess national identity card). Beside eGovernment services, enter
prises would like to use these electronic identity cards for Internet services (eBusiness-Service), 
such as retailers, banks and insurance organisations. 

Imagine the case of a citizen who wants to check. his pension records. To get access to these 
records, a strong authentication with his eID token is necessary. The eID token supports the con
tactless protocol and hence the citizen can use his tablet with NFC technology in combination 
with his em. After entering his PIN code for identification purposes, the authentication process 
is performed and a secure channel is established from the back-end service to the tablet. The sen
sitive data is transferred through this channel and the user can check his or here records. 

3 Threats for Mobile Devices 
.According to the Malicious Mobile Threats 20ID/2011 report from Juniper Networks UMTR]. 
instances of malware on mobile devices grew 250 percent between 2009 and 2010. Both banks 
and consumers need to understand how to detect and prevent fraud so that malware attacks do 
not grow at the same rate. nor exceed the rate, of mobile banking adoption. 

3.1 Network vulnerabilities 

Contrary to computers or tablets, phones are always connected to a network through various 
interfaces (Wi-FJ.. Bluetooth, NFC, GSM, etc.) and thus become more sensitive to fraudsters. 

3.1.1 Wireless Interface 

Even when users are careful selecting a Wi-Fi or GSM network. in places like airports, hotels or 
libraries, they can fall prey to «Man in the Middle,. attacks on mobiles. Here, a fraudster who is 
positioned between the end-user and the server will eavesdrop or redirect transactions through 
his computer. 
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Abstract 

Advances in information and communication technologies are expected to bring large benefits in the 
healthcare domain. Personal telehealth is one such example that has the potential to address some of the 
important challenges currently faced by healthcare such as improvement in the quality of health care deliv
ery while at the same time reducing the cost. However concerns about information security and privacy are 
primary reasons for the lack of deployment of personal telehealth systems, besides problems with regard to 
safety and integration of multi-vendor systems. In this paper we present consent principles crucial to the 
privacy protection of individuals. Further, based on these principles, we describe consent management and 
enforcement functionality as outlined by the Continua Health Alliance and elaborate on how it can enable 
different usage scenarios with different trust levels and security requirements. 

1 Introduction 
Healthcare is one of the most important service sectors, and the largest in the US economy, that 
is under constant pressure to become more efficient. Currently, healthcare is facing fundamental 
challenges around the globe. The growing number of elderly people is one of the root causes 
for the increase in the healthcare cost. The costs are increasing because of a growing number of 
chronic diseases which make most of the costs. Furthermore, quality issues are becoming more 
important for the healthcare services. The demands of people for enhancing the quality of the 
healthcare services and reducing the medical errors through advancement in medical science and 
technology are increasing continuously. Patients are taking a more active role in the management 
of their own healthcare, which includes obtaining their disease information, discussing them 
with doctors, tracking and management of their symptoms and illnesses. They are becoming 
much more responsible and aware of their own health. Consequently, there is a trend for the pa
tient empowerment, which means to include patients in the decision making cycle of their health 
and encouragement to proactively manage their health through lifestyle changes. 

In response to the aforementioned challenges, there is a proliferation of information technologies 
in healthcare aimed at patient empowerment and reducing the medical errors with the expecta
tion that they will solve the above challenges and will improve the quality of healthcare services. 
Both literature and everyday experiences confirm that such technologies have already influenced 
the practices in healthcare. Recent statistics show that 75-80% of the Internet users in the US search 
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the Internet for health-related information [PIA]. Statistics in the European Commission reports 
[EG08] that 66% of European physicians use computers for consultations; among general practices, 
while 80% and 92% electronically store administrative patient data and medical data respectively. 

However, concerns about information security and privacy are one of the primary reasons for the 
wider adoption of eHealth products and services. The patients' interest in the privacy protection 
and their safety needs to be balanced. The current data protection and healthcare legislations ask 
for an individual's consent whenever individuals' personal health records are accessed and used 
Consent requirements are specified in different regulations such as the US Health Information 
and Portability Accountability Act, the Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament. Techni
cal means are required to empower patients to manage their consent and afterwards enforce it 
whenever healthcare services are provided to the patient. 

In this paper, we present the approach taken by the Continua Health Alliance in the domain of 
the personal telehealth services for the privacy protection of individuals taking their consent into 
account. Focusing on electronic consent (eConsent) principles in Section 3, we then describe eCon
sent management and enforcement solution as outlined by the Continua Health Alliance in Section 
4 and elaborate on how it can enable different consent usage scenarios. In the following Section we 
give an introduction to the Continua Health Alliance and its end-to-end (E2E) architecture. 

2 Continua Health Alliance 
The Continua Health Alliance, formed in 2006 [FJLMlO], is an open industry organization with 
more than 200 members. Its vision is to establish an ecosystem of interoperable personal tele
health devices and services that bring individual independence and empowerment and enable 
organizations to better manage health and fitness of their customers. Towards these objectives, 
Continua Health Alliance has identified the following barriers: 

1. Technical: lack of interoperable personal telehealth products and services. 

2. Regulatory: safety regulations hinder creation of the multi-vendor personal telehealth solu
tions. 

3. Financial: economic value of the personal telehealth systems for the personal telehealth 
service providers is unproven yet. 

Continua Health Alliance is working to provide solutions to the abovementioned barriers by 
providing the interoperability guidelines that foster the interoperability between the multi-ven
dor products, working with regulatory agencies to safely and effectively manage diverse vendor 
solutions and working together with the healthcare industry leaders for developing new financial 
models for addressing the cost of providing personal telehealth services. 

2.1 Continua E2E Architecture 

Continua specifies a reference architeclore and interoperability guidelines [CGL12] for personal 
telehealth systems. The E2E architecture provides the definition of common concepts, topology 
constraints for devices in the Continua ecosystem and a basis for the development of the interop
erability guidelines. The E2E architecture distingnishes different interfaces and device classes. An 
interface connects two reference device classes. In a real world deployment scenarios, a reference 
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device class can be considered as a role and a real world device can implement more than one role 
in order to support various deployment scenarios. Figure 1 provides an overview of the Continua 
E2E reference architecture. In the fullowing we describe the Continua reference device classes 
and their functions in the Continua E2E architecture. 

• PAN tmd LAN devices. These are medical observation devices, which measure vital signs 
such as weight, blood pressure, glucose, etc. These devices can be stationary. portable. 
body-worn. and have wired or low-power wireless connectivity to traru;mit the measure
ments to application hosting device (AHD) through PAN or LAN interfaces using seman
tics and furmat specified by IEEE-ll 073. The wired connectivity is based on USB while 
the wireless connectivity to the AHD can be based on low power personal area network 
technolOgies, such as Bluetooth-Low Energy. or can be based on low-power local area net
work centered wireless technologies such as ZigBee, which provides connectivity within 
a house. 

• Applkatitm IloJting Device (AHD). This device acts as an interface for communication 
with the outside word. It atracts vital signs information from observation devices in a 
patient's house and furwards it in a secure fashion to the remote monitoring service using 
the WAN interface. Remote monitoring service could be a disease management organ
ization (DMO) located on the WAN device. For vital signs communication, the WAN 
interface makes use of the IHE Patient Care Device transaction standard and SOAP-based 
web-services. The AHD can be stationary (e.g. Pc. dedicated observation router) or port
able (e.g. mobile phone, PDA). The AHD can also be potentially used to gather subjective 
information (e.g. survey5) from a patient 

• WAN lInice. This device hosts remote monitoring services that collects and analyzes the 
observation data in order to provide care. In case measurements fall outside the expected 
range, a nurse may prepare a Personal Health Monitoring (PHM) report and furward it to 
care providers e.g. a patient's family physician. The HRN interface facilitates the excbange 
ofPHM documents. 

• HRN device. This device hosts a set of health record services such as electronic health 
record (EHIU), personal health record (PHRs) and electronic medical records (EMb). A 
service on the HRN device interacts with a service on the WAN device e.g. DMO using 
!HE XDS (Cross-Enterprise Document Sharing) family of standards. 

PAN Device Application WAN Dt!!vice Health Record 

@~ 
Hosting (HRN) Devlct!! 

PAN-IF Dt!!vice (AHD) 

" ~" WAN-IF • HRN-IF 

LAN Device 
LAN-IF Di_ 

~ Management ,,, J Organization 

'" ~ 
(DMO) Physician EMRI 

Fig. 1: Continua E2E reference archi\:ectw'e 
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Abstrad 

This paper provides background information on the strategy of ETSI regarding the production of ao inte
gral package of tools for accelerating the production of Interoperable Electronic Signatores across Europe, 
provides hints on how its different components will fit within the new rationalized framework of European 
Standards on Electronic Signatures, and finally outlines the main achievements of the ETSI STF-428 project 
("Quick fixes to testing of electronic sigoatores staodards"). 

The paper provides details of two new ETS! Technical Specifications defining test soites for testing interop
erability among tools that generate and validate PAdES signatores aod ASiC containers respectively. 

It also provides details of a new ETSI Technical Specification that defines a test suite for testing conformance 
ofXAdES Signatures against the new XAdES Baseline Profile approved by ETSI. 

Finally it also provides hints on a tool that checks conformance ofXAdES sigoatures against the aforemen
tioned XAdES Baseline Profile. 
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1 Background 
The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSl, www.etsLorg) is well known in 
the lCT arena by its standardization activity. However, ETSl is also well known because the 
ETSl Centre for Testing and Interoperability (CT!, whose web page may be accessed at http:// 
www.etsi.orglwebsite/aboutetsilhowweworkltestingandioteroperability.aspx), regularly organiz
es some of the major ioteroperability test events across the world. 

Consequently; it is not surprising that ETSl Electronic Signatures and Infrastructures Tehcnical 
Committee (ESl, http://portal.etsLorgiportallserver.ptlcommunity/ESII307), io charge of pro
duciog standards and technical specifications for Electronic Signatures and Public Key Infra
structure withio Europe, started a close cooperation with ETSl CT! as early as io 2003, when it 
concluded that the organization and conduction of ioteroperability test events would be a very 
snilable tool for accelerating the deployment of ioteroperable electronic signature tools across 
Europe. 

In November 2003, ETSl organized and supported withio its premises the first face-to-face io
teroperability test event on ETSl TS 101 903: "XML Advanced Electronic Signatures (XAdES)~ 
and io May 2004 ETSl organized and supported a new face-to-face ioteroperability test event on 
PKI and XAdES. 

After that date, ESl TC and CTl started the ioception of a holistic package of tools for supporting 
and accelerating the deployment of interoperable Electronic Signatures across Europe. 

The first element of this package was a portal (ETSl Electronic Signatures Portal henceforth) for 
providiog support to the organization and conduction of remote ioteroperability test events. Par
ticipants io these events would not need, by usiog portal's facilities, travel to ETSl premises and 
stay there for a whole week, as it is usual io the face-to-face testing events. Obviously this would 
result io a decrease of the resources required for participating and io the subsequent iocrease of 
the participants number. The public part of this portal may be accessed at http://xades-portal.etsi. 
orglpub/iodex.shtrul. 

In March 2008 ETSl organized and conducted the first remote ioteroperability test event on XA
dES, supported by the aforementioned portal. Sioce that date, ETSl has organized, supported, 
and conducted a number of remote ioteroperability test events on the different formats for ad
vanced electronic signatures, namely XAdES, CAdES (ETSl TS 101 733: ·CMS Advanced Elec
tronic Signatures (CAdES)") and PAdES (ETSl TS 102 778; "PDF Advanced Electronic Signatures 
(PAdES)"). The number of participants has ioereased from event to event, and even attracted 
entities from Asia and America. ETSl has also organized and conducted two interoperability test 
events on the so-called Trusted Lists (TLs henceforth) that each EU Member State has to generate 
and maiotaio. These TLs list supervised and accredited Certificate Services Providers, accordiog 
to what is specified in the Annex to Decision 20091767/EC. The public part of the TSL portal may 
be accessed at http://tsl-portal.etsLorgipub/iodex.shtrul). 

The second element of the aforementioned package is two sets of technical specifications. 
The first set will ioclude a number of technical specifications contaioiog carefully defined test
snites for testing crucial ioteroperability aspects of tools that claim alignment with a number of 
standards or technical specifications. These test -snites will, consequently, be used in future ioter
operability test events. The second set will ioclude a number of technical specifications definiog 
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test-suites for testing conformance of tools agamst certam standards and technical specifications. 
These test -suites will constitute the basement on whicb the third element of the holistic package 
will be built. 

The third elemeot of the package is a set of tools devoted to test conformance of tools agalltst 
certain standards and technical specrncations. So far, two of these tools have been developed. The 
first one was developed by the UPC during the first interoperability test event on tools claim
ing alignment with the Annex to Decision 20091767/EC. It cbecks conformance of the Trusted 
Lists generated by EU Member States agamst the aforementioned annex. At present, EU Member 
States may continuously cbeck their TLs. The second tool has been developed within the context 
of the STF-428. 

As far as the authors of this paper are aware, ETSI is the only standardization organization in 
defining sucb accelerating package and systematizing its construction in parallel with the devel
opment of the reference standards. 

During 2010, ETSI and the Comite Europeen de Normalisation (CEN) raised to the Europe
an Commission a number of proposals for, firstly build up a proposal for a new rationalized 
framework of European Standards related to Electronic Signatures, PKI, and Trusted Services 
Provision; and secondly for qnicldy fix a number of issues uncovered in the set of European 
Standards and technical specifications on Electronic Signatures. One of these last proposals 
focussed on moving forward the construction of the aforementioned accelerating package, and 
its approval led to the Specialists Task Force (STF) 428: "Qnick fixes tu testing of electronic 
signatures standards~ The STF 428 web page may be accessed at http://portaletsi.orglSTFs/ 
STF _HomePages/STF428/STF428.asp. 

2 Seoping ETSI Specialists Task Force 428 
STF-428 construction process started in January 2011. The team was formally constituted in Feb
ruary 2011. The project finalized in April 2012. When ETSI ESI proposed this project to the 
European Commission, the following elements were available: 

1. The ETSI Electronic Signatures Portal contamed one section for supporting remote in
teroperability tests on XAdES and one section for supporting remote interoperability test 
events on CAdES. Eacb section contained its corresponding test -suite and additional ma
terial needed by participants for correctly using the portal during the test events (includ
ing explanatory material, and communication means). 

2. The ETSI Electronic Signatures Portal contamed a third section devoted to support inter
operability tests of Trusted Lists. 

3. Finally, the ETSI Electronic Signatures Portal, also contamed a fourth section where the 
aforementioned Trusted List Conformance Checker Tool had been deployed and made 
accessible tu the EU Member States organizations in cbarge of generating and maintaming 
the EU Member States Trusted Lists. 

In the view of the status detailed above, and regarding the first element of the accelerating pack
age ETSI ESI decided that the STF-428 shonld aim at including in the Electronic Signatures Portal 
two new sections for supporting remote interoperability test events: one section for ETSI TS 102 
778; "PDF Advanced Electronic Signatures (PAdES)~ and one for ETSI TS 102918: "Associated 
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Signature ConWners (ASiC)~ which specifies a fonnat for containers that associate signed doc
uments with their detached signatures. Once completed these sections, the portal would be able 
to support test events on each of the Advanced Electronic Signatures (AdES hencefortb) fonnats 
aod also on the ASiC package format. 

Regarding the second element (the two sets of technical specifications), ETSI ESI decided to fo
cus the STF-428 activities in delining test-suites for supporting interoperability tests on the two 
ETSI major Advanced Electronic Signatures fonnats specifications, namely PAdES and ASiC, for 
which no work had been previously done. Once completed these two technical specifications, 
ETSI ESI would have delined test -suites for testing interoperability of each of the AdES formats 
(XAdES, CAdES, and PAdES), and the package format ASiC. 

Finally, regarding the third element, ESI decided to concentrate the efforts in supporting the 
development of a conformance tool against the ETSI TS 103 171: "XAdES Baseline Profile~ This 
specification has been developed by the brother project STF-426 and delines a profile for XAdES 
signatures being used "in the context of the Directive 20061 123/EC of the European Parliament 
aod of the Council of 12 December 2006 on services in the internal market ( ... ) and aoyapplica
ble context where qualified signatures are used~ ETSI ESI considered this as the first step towards 
the production of a tuol for testing compliance of tuols against the ETSI TS 101 903 (XAdES). As 
a pre-condition of this tool, there was the need of producing a companion technical specification 
devoted to deline the full set of tests that should be performed on any signature claiming con
formance against ETSI TS 103 171. This product. actually being part of the second element of the 
accelerating package, was also incorporated to the set of deliverables to be produced by the STF. 

As a consequence of the fonner considerations, ETSI ESI included in the STF-428 Terms of Ref
erence, the following objectives: 

1. To produce one ETSI Technical Specification delining a test suite for testing interoperabil
ity among tools generating and validating PAdES signatures. 

2. To produce one ETSI Technical Specification delining a test suite for testing interoperabil
ity among tools generating and validating ASiC conWners. 

3. To produce one ETSI Technical Specification delining a test suite for testing confonnaoce 
of electronic signatures against the ETSI TS 103 171 (XAdES Baseline Profile). 

4. To develop a tool that implements the aforementioned test suite aod tests conformance of 
electronic signatures against the ETSI TS 103 171 (XAdES Baseline Profile). 

5. To build, within the ETSI Electronic Signatures Portal, one section for supporting remote 
interoperability test events on PAdES signatures and one section for supporting remote 
interoperability test events on ASiC containers. 

3 ETSI STF-428 Major Achievements 
This section provides details of the major achievements of the STF-428. Section 3.1 summarizes 
the products that have been incorporated in the ETSI Electronic Signatures Portal (first compo
nent of the accelerating package); section 3.2 reports on the contribution to the second compo
nent, namely, the different technical specifications delining different test-suites, is detailed; Iinally 
section 3.3 reports on the contribution to the third component, namely the XAdES Baseline con
formance testing tool. 
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